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First Sergeants Migration Day Homecoming.Griffith And Voet Are 
And Corporals To Be O~served And Dads Da Na1ned To Head Staffs 
• By Xavier Fans Y 
Are Appointed -- Dates Are Set For 1937 Musketeer 
Migration Day will be observ- I 
ed by the Xavier Musketeer I -
Batteries 0 r g an i z e cl. rooters when Coach Crowe leads Plans Go Forward For 1-l<ls Triple Role Griffith To Be Editor·ln· 
Culver, Lee, Meyers 
And Dooley Are Ser· 
his men to Delaware for their Interesting Programs ,___ _________ __, Chief; Voet To Be Bus-
only battle of the year on foreign 
geants. 
First sergeants and corporals 
for the four batteries of Xavier's 
ROTC were appointed at Corps 
Days, Tuesday, September 29. 
The acting non-commissioned of-
ficers w·ere named: 
Headquarters Battery: 1st ser-
geant, How·ard F.i Culver; coir-
porals: John P. Elder, Robert W. 
Blum, Timothy E. Dooley, Fran-
cis P. Burke, John D. Ertel, 
Thomas J. Connory. 
Battery A: 1st Sergeant, Hen-
ry E. Lee; corporals: James C. 
Gilbbons, Raymond F. Fox, James 
F. Kilgarriff, Edward J. Kennedy, 
Jr., and John H. Fortman. 
Battery B: 1st sergeant; Lee G. 
Myers; corporals: Harold A. Rit-
zie, Harry J. Russ, William R. 
Tuttman, Richard T. Schmidt, 
territory. In Connection With 
Plans are now being formulat- Football Gaines. 
ed by a committee headed by 
Robert L. Otto, representing the 
Graduate "X" Club whereby 
several hundred rooters are ex-
pected to be in the stands at 
Delaware a week from Saturday 
to cheer· for the Musketeers. 
Indications at press time were 
that a special bus or busses 
would be chartered to bring many 
of the Xavier rooters in a body. 
WITTENBERG GAME 
TO RECALL GRADS 
Dads Club To Announce 
Plans At Affair To Be 
Helcl Saturday, Octo· 
bcr 23· Mr. Ottd" declared that the bus 
trip would cost approximately 
$2.50 per person for the round-
trip. If a bus is selected, it is Homecoming Day will be held 
expected that it will be either in connection with the Witten-
from the Ohio Lines or the Buck- berg game, November 7, and 
eye Stages. Dads Day will be held the fol-
There was a slight possibility lowing Saturday. This was an-
that a special train would be nounced yesterday by Rev. C. J. 
chartered over the .Pennsylvania Steiner, S. J., director of campus 
route. The train would leave activities. 
between 9 and 12 o'clock and re- A three-day program will be 
------------- turn immediately after the game. featured at the Homecoming 
Ph 
• 1 d • Th t · f · $4 00 th d which will be under the general 
(Continued on Page 5) 
direction of alumni secretary, Ed-I 0 P e I a n trip
e. ram are 1s . e roun 
ward P. VonderHaar. Last year 
E 11 
Assisting Mr. Otto are repre- an innovation for the celebration 
ll r 0 fil e n t sen~ati'.'e:> of three graduate or- was "The Pageant of the De-
. ganizatlons Robert W. Egbers cades" in which fitting represen-
A N H 
• h Louis A. Ginnochio, of the Grad-l .. -e·w .. · 1 g . uate "X" .. ·c1ub;-·E; ·:L·eo ·Koester tations. were. given for the vari-
- and Maynard L. Reuter, of the ous periods Of Xavier's history. 
Order of Sword and Plume; and The program will be climaxed 
A d L M G th f th 1 
with the Homecoming Dance to 
Forty-Eight Me Ill hers nt I:S:ci;tio~. ra ' 0 e a um- be held after the Wittenberg 
game at a local ballroom. c 0 n v en e For Initial Reservations for the trip can 
- be made at the athletic ticket The Dads Day celebration 
Meeting; New Faculty office on the first floor of the which will be held this year for 
M d 
· J l d Biology Building or with any of the third time is expected to bring 
0 erator ntroc uce • the committeemen. out the greatest response in its 
It is expected that many of the history since the dads are now 
Musketeer fans will make the organized into a permanent 
Forty-eight students, an in- trip by automobile. group. 
crease of more than fifty per The Club. composed of fathers 
cent over the membership of last F h N } and guardians of students, will 
year, signed up to join the Po- 3 t er 0 afl sponsor its first activity of the 
land Philopedian society at its new scholastic year on Sunday, 
first meeting of •the present school Has Extens1·ve October 25, when a Corirnrnnion 
year, Monday, in Room 10. Mass and Breakfast will be held 
They heard Vincent E. Smith, on the campus. 
president of the society, intro- Lecture To. urs J. B. Moorm(ln, president of 
duce the Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, the Dads organization, has an-
s. J., new .Philopedian modera- nounced his plans for the aITair 
tor, and appoint A~bert A. Ste- which is to oITer the first oppor-
phan, John E. Fogarty, and Ed~ Delivers Lecture On Pas· tunity to welcome the dads of 
ward J. Kennedy, arts juniors, · new students. 
and Leonard C. Gartner, al'ts sion and Resurrection The Communion Mass is to be 
senior, to give the first debate Ill 1 w· h L held in Bellarmine Chapel. Fol-
of the year at the next meeting, ustratec It an• lowing the service, the group will 
Monday, October 19. tern Slides. have breakfast in Elet Cafeteria 
A division of the organization and a Reception program will be 
into two sectiops which was arranged. 
made .last year, may ·again be- Rev. Thomas A. Nolan, S. J., At this aJiair the completed 
come necessary to care for the emeritus professor of history at plans for the annual Dads Day 
increased attendance, Smith an- Xavier University, has an exten- celebration will be announced. 
nounced, Freshmen will form sive speaking program in Ohio Among the recent activities of 
one group and upperclassmen and West Virginia during the the Club . was the decision to 
another if the -separation occurs, month of October. sponsor a scholarship to one stu-
he said. Father Nolan will make eight dent at the University this fall. 
iness Manager Of Y car· 
book According To 
Announcmncnt. 
EDITOR FORMEUJ_, Y 
ON NEWS ST AF'Ji' 
Business Manager Holds 
Similar Post On Two 
Other Campus Publi· 
cations._ 
Leonard V. Griffith will be ed-
itor of the 1037 Musketeer Year-
book and Leo C. Voet will be 
business manager, it was an-
nounced yesterday from the pub-
lications office at Xavier Uni-
versity. 
LEO C. VOET· Griffith, an arts senior, succeeds 
-------------·- to the post held last year by 
S I I • t • Thomas J. McDonough. 0 ( a ·I I e s A commerce senior, Voet suc-
ceeds Nelson J. Post. 
T C Both served on the annual 0 0 11 v e 11 e starr last year and in addition 
have worked on the slalf of The T h-i s .. w e e k Xaverian News. 
Rev. C. J. Steiner, S . .J,, 
Will serve As Modcra· 
tor For Both Divisions; 
Plans For Organization 
I<'ormecl. 
Senior division of the Blessed 
Virgin Sodality will organize for 
its first meeting tomorrow morn-
ing, in room 108 of Science hall, 
according to announcement by 
Rev. C. J. Steiner, S. J., newly 
appointed moderator. 
The Senior sodality, heretofore 
under the direction of Rev. 1''. J. 
Welfle, S. J., who relinquished 
his position because of schedule 
conflict, will not in its first meet-
ing elect officers for the coming 
years as has been :the custom. 
This will take place at a future 
meeting in ot·der to give the mem-
bers opportunity to consider can-
didates carefully. 
An open discussion centering 
about sociality resolutions will be 
held. These resolutions were 
formulated this summer al a na-
tional meeting of sodality repre-
sentatives in St. Louis. Those 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Beginning his first year as a 
reporter, Griffith became associ-
ate editor at the beginning of his 
sophomore year and held the 
post through two volumes of The 
News. 
He is also a member .of the 
Dante Club and holds the posi-
tion as chairman of the Social 
Committee to which he was 
elected last Spring. Griffith was 
also chairman of the Junior Prom 
Committee. 
Voet now holds the bu~iness 
managership of three publica-
tions on the campus. 
He was business manager of 
The Xaverian News during the 
last semester and will continue 
lo hold the position until June 
according to a new set-up intro-
duced this year whereby the stalT 
of the News will change hands 
in September instead of January. 
. ATHLETIC REVIEW 
Voet is also business manager 
of the athletic review which af-
ter a thorough renovation now 
ranks among the leading football 
(Continued on Page 5) 
New Men In Clef Club 
Officers Arc Elected 
FORMER STUDENT appearances before parish groups ---------------------------
presenting his lecture on "The T J. • o s / 
The Clef Club resumed its ac-
tivity last Tuesday evening at a 
meeting in the Union House. 
Again this year, according to 
Kim Darragh, president, there 
will be weekly rehearsals on 
Tuesday nights. The following 
officers were elected ·by the mem-
bers of the club last year: presi-
dent, Kim Darragh; vice presi-
dent-secretary, Leo Voet; treas-
urer, Leonard Donlin; librarian, 
Frank Moore. 
Father Sweeney s~cceeded the Passion and Resurrection of Our 'WO uniors 11e op .,, 
Rev. Robert E. Manning, S. J .•. as Saviour." The lecture is illus- ' I 
mo?erator when .Fatne.r Manning !rated with 132 colored slides and Are c1 .. ose1.. ·By Trive1·1· .. 
retired because .of 111 health. has met with approval on each ., ., 'l.• ., 
Father . Sweeney 1s an alumnus presentation in the past. 
of Xavier. .and a former member The schedule of appearances 
of the society. folows: St. Francis X av i er 
Of the four men already pick- Church, Parkersburg, W. Va., Oc-
ed to debate, Stephen, Kennedy, tober 4 (already given); St. Jo-
and Gartner are officers in the seph's Church Huntington, W. 
so.ciety. Hereafter all the officers Va., October '11; Holy Rosary 
will form a committee on d~bates Church, Columbus, Ohio, Octo-
to propose the debate topic for ber 13; St. Francis Ch urcli, Co-
each meeting, and volunteers will lumbus, Ohio, October 14; St. 
be called for. No subject has Francis de Sales Church, New-
yet been announced for the first ark, Ohio, October· 15; St. Mary 
debate, however. Church, Lancaster, Ohio, Octo-
The Poland Philopedian Soci- ber 16; St. Nicholas Church, 
ety, organized in 1841, is now be- Zanesville, Ohio, October 18; and 
ginning its ninety4iith year of St. Mary Church, Marietta, Ohio, 
consecutive activity at Xavier. October 20. 
Two juniors and one sopho-
more were elected by the mem-
bers of the Mermaid Tavern this 
week to fill the positions left va-
cant by graduation. The juniors 
are, John Fogarty and James 
Hausman. The sophomore is Jo-
seph Aylward. 
The new members have been 
entrusted to senior Taverners, 
and will be inducted formally at 
the next meeting of the literary 
organization, next Wednesday. 
The initiation will be secret. 
· New quarters of the Tavern in 
the Union House have not yet 
been re-conditioned. Until the 
repairs have been made, meet-
ings will be held in the tempor-
ary club room on the first floor 
of the Union House. 
The Tavern did not cease ac-
tivities during the summer. Meet-
ings were held monthly, both on 
the campus and in down-town 
Cincinnati. The odes written by 
members during the contest held 
last·year were printed and bound. 
The limited edition was distri-
buted to members only. -
Although the organization lost 
twenty men last season, it has 
increased its membership by ap-
proximately thirty new members, 
making a total of almost fifty in 
the Club. The quartet which was 
organized in the middle of· last 
year is expected to become very 
active this season. Members of 
the Xavier Quartet am Jack 
Schack, Thomas Harper, Frank 
Moore, and Joseph Schulte. 
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87o/c I "G I T E ] vard, who at the moment is on I in its new colleges was to hear ing that COLUMBIA IS UN- pose our own views on others 0 II 00( 0 xce " vacation in Europe, and difficult addresses of welcome and coun- FAIR TO THE PAINTER'S UN- and denying; to those who differ 
Jent Physical Shape" scenes at Columbia where strik- sel from its new presidents, ION, wheeled impudently into from us, hon.esty and sincerity.' 
' ing members of the Brotherhood newsworthy, presidential sound- the rear of the procession, fol- "At New York Un.iversity, the 
University of Chicago of Painters, Decorators and Pa- offs. lowe_9 it to McMillin Academic nation's biggest (enrollment: 
per Hangers joined President ACADEMIC PROCESSION Theatre where they stayed out- 42,850), Chancellor Harry_ Wood-
Reports. Nicholas Murray Butler's aca- side to picket. Meanwhile in an~ burn Chase assured freshmen 
dcmic procession as it wended "At Columbia, as President other corner of the campus the that 'in America youth is still 
ONE PREXY 
IN EUROPE 
its way across .the campus to Nicholas Murray Butler's aca- radical .Ame1•ican Student Union reasonably free and can look for-
opcning ceremonies, is revealed demic procession made its sol- planned to hold a mass meeting, ward to some measure of oppor-
in the current issue of Time emn way across the Morningside incite Columbia students to strike tunity.' 
Magazine, published today. campus, a dozen striking mem- from their cl.asses unless Dr. - "In darker mood, at University 
New England Members 
Average 178.03 Ce11ti· 
meters in Heigbt, A. M. 
A. Journal Finds. 
"Born amid the crash of arriv- hers of the Brotherhood of Paint- Butler and Dean Herbert Hawkes of Chicago youthful President 
ing trunks and the scratching of ers, Decorators and Paperhang- reinstated Junior Robert Burke. Robert Maynard Hutchins gloom-
multitudinous pens on official ers, ar.med with placards shriek- The University's 160-pound box- ed: 'The world seems to be rush-
blanks, was an entity known as ing champion and president-elect ing toward the ·destruction of 
the Class of 1940," the Time ar- Hotel GibsOil of the Junior class, Ohioan Burke liberty of conscience, of worship, 
ticle reports. "Its 300,000 mem- was expelled last spring for of ·speech, and of thought ••• 
bcrs, according to a survey made T } t d picketing a dinner party at Dr. This tendehcy . . . will not be 
at University of Illinois, are bet- 0 11 l"O UCe Butler's house after. Columbia without its eITects in our own 
ter nourished and better <level- Novel Batte} accepted an invitation to attend country ... We see battle lines 
That the Class of 1940 which 
in the last week began studies 
at America's universities, is 300,-
000 strong nation ally, averages 
17B.03 centimeters tall in New 
England, and faces such complex 
facts as a student body of 42,850 
··persons enrolled in New York 
University, a President at Har-
oped than their predecessors, 87% Nazi Heidelberg's Jubilee. drawn that may determine the 
of them being in 'good-to-excel- "Ciied orderly Nicholas Mur- fate of our ,form of government, 
Jent physical shape'. Its. New Hotel Gibson, in its famous ray Butler: 'The world of today an.~ of our gener~tion._' 
England members, accordm~ to Florentine Room, where George ... is not happy. It is not con- . At ~olgate ,Ui:nvers1ty CJ:Iam-
the Journal of the American tented. It is not prosperous ... ilton, N. Y.), irritated President 
Medical Association, ai:e th~ tall- Olsen and his orchestra are at- In Seattle some 650 working peo- G:eo;ge B~rton Cutten ~arked at 
est group of human bemgs m the tracting capacity attendance this pie, who are under contract to his mcommg freshmen: We have 
world, 1 ?B.03 ~entirnet~rs (circa week, will introduce to Cine in- carry on their daily employment heard a lot and ;read rea1?1s _about 
5 ft. 10 m.). First off!ctal act of nati Monday Veloz and Yolanda, (at Publishe1· William Randolph t~e predatory rich, ~ut is it ~ot 
the Class of 1940 as it gathered dance team incomparable, and Hearst's Post-Intelligencer) and time that someol?-e. said some,thmg 
their own orchestra. The orches- who are anxious to do so are about the parasitic pauper. . .. 
Next War 
Wlte1·e 
To Start tra will play during the luncheon kept !n idleness· for days by the A_ parasi~e. thinks the wo;rld o~es session on Monday, but the in.- disorderly and lawless force of !um a hvmg . . . Dur~ng nme 
ternationally famous dance ,team a group of disturbers of the peace months ?f prenatal life, and 
will not appear until the dinner of whom the city, the county ye~rs of mf~~cy, a. person ac-
and supper-dance periods. They and the State authorities are in qmres paras1t1c habits ... The 
will remain in the Florentine such terror that nothing what- parasite has never. ben properly 
Room for a limited engagement. ever is done by any one of these weaned psycholog1cally and ·he 
World War Beg·an 
Major Hai·per Says Best 
S af cguarcl Against 
American War Is 
Strong Defense. 
BY LEONARD C. GARTNER 
If you have never been in the 
Army or have studied little of 
its m~thods and etiquette, you 
will understand what I 1~1e~n 
when I say I felt rather t1m1d 
in approaching the Army Head-
quarters at our University f?r an 
interview in the form of a friend-
ly chat wit.h Major Arthur Mc-
Kinley Harper. Perhaps my trep-
idation (mental, that is) was un-
called for, but after all _there is 
something about a sold1e_r, and 
not being acquainted with the 
nature of that something, I was 
uneasy as to how to behave in 
the presence of an officer of such 
high rank. In five minutes, how-
ever, my uneasiness was . cur'.lY 
replaced by calmness and 111qu1s-
itiveness. 
As the role of interviewer it 
should have been my duty to 
ask questions. Contrary to this 
rule, though, the Major in terrog-
ated me first, "Do you study 
journalism here?" 
From this query I gathered 
that Major Harper has a sharp 
sense of observation. At no time 
could I have ever acted more un-
like a journalist. With his ques-
t.ion came a sly smile and a frank 
admission on my part that I was 
not a journalist. To which ad-
mission he increased· his smile, 
and I knew that we understood 
each other. 
Like many men who have 
achieved positions of honor, Ma-
jor Harper was reluctant to talk 
about his accomplishments or the 
various affairs in which he had 
participated. One thing he did 
tell me was that he had not gone 
across the sea during the Great 
War, but was in a position to be 
called across shortly before the 
Armistice was signed. His sta-
tion was down along the Mexican 
border line. Lack of space pre-
vents me from retelling ·one of 
his favorite anecdotes. I refer to 
his well-told tale of the Italian 
cook who "was a swell cook, but 
11ot so much as a soldier," and 
his affair at the "l='residio," the 
army garrison in California. The 
Major is well-versed in dialogue 
presentation. 
The purpose of my visit to Ma-
jor Harper, besides making his 
personal acquaintance, was to get 
his views on current affairs and 
trends both foreign and domes-
tic. Observing the pile of papers 
on his desk, and knowing he had 
to go through them before the 
afternoon was over, I directed 
the conversation to the moment's 
pertinent question, "What about 
Spain?" 
In the dine-and-dance field, to restore and preserve order .. .' is. always ~unting around for a 
Veloz and Yolanda hold all rec- "N t 'd . 1 t 1 mpple ... ords in New York, Chicago, Flor- ex .mi mg 1 un ~nown van- "At St. ·John's College (An-
ida and Los Angeles for con tin- dals stained the . white base of napolis, Md.), President Amos 
uous runs. They were at New John Jay Hall ~ith gallons and Walter Wright Woodcock, one-
York's St. Regis Hotel for 76 gallons of red pamt. time (1930-33) U. S. Bureau of 
weeks; at the Central Park Ca- DISAGREES WITH HEARST Prohibition Director, exhorted: 
sino for 65 weeks; they "made" "At Wesleyan University (Mid- 'You are urged to study hard, be 
the Empire Room of the Palmer dletown, Conn.) President James gentlemen, not to use liquor in 
House in Chicago during a rec- Lukens Mcconnaughy took a any form.' 
"I have little doubt," the Ma-
jor replied, "but that the rebels 
will win out. The condition of 
Spain is now in a state of' flux, 
as is its neighbor, France. Neither 
have a stabilized government, 
and they cannot rest content un-
til they clo have one. In the case 
of Spain, the rebels have might 
on their side, and today, whether 
we like the idea or not, might 
means most evervthing." 
ord•breaking engagement while less friendly view of Publisher "At Harvard, a Tercentenary 
the Century of Progress Expo- Hearst. Declared he: 'Leaders freshman class of 1,050, each of 
sition was in progress. like Governor Curley (of Massa- whom had to average a new 
In Hollywood, they did the chusetts) and publicists like Mr. high of 75% in his College Board 
longest dance ever filmed in Hearst are today the greatest examinations, missed hearing 
"Under the Pampas Moon," and menaces to freedom in the aca- President James Bryant Conant 
appeared in "Many Happy Re- demic world . . . The biggest last week becaus'e he had sailed 
turns." They hold personal ap- threat to such freedom is bigot- on the Queen Mary, tourist class, 
pearance records for Radio City ry, unfairly endeavoring to im- for a Europ~an vacation.'' 
"Do you think," I interrupted, 
"that this Spanish affair will 
lead to another great war?" 
Major Harper slowly took his 
pipe from the desk, knocked a 
few ashes from it, and lit it cas-
t1ally. 
Music Hall and the Capitol The-
ater in New York, and the Pal-
ace in Chicago. They have a 
repertoire of literally scores of 
original dances, and vary their 
programs with each performance. 
"The Spanish situation," he re- DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
plied through puffs of smoke, "I 
can't say will directly cause an-
other war. But there seems to 
be war in the offing. My idea is 
that the conflict will arise from 
the same place it did at the 
World War, down in Austria-
Hungary. Right there is where 
discontent still remains, and with 
the European countries the way 
they are, dissatisfied, eager, with 
Daniel J. Steible, a member of 
the Class of '34 who was award-
ed the degree of master of arts 
from the University of Cincin-
nati, is now studying for the de-
gree of doctor of philosophy in 
the graduate department of U. C. 
Steible is majoring in English. 
Japan on the aggressive and Hit- protection, that is why we have 
!er with his designs and ambi- a sturdy standing army, to ward 
lions, Mussolini with his-war off and frighten possible invad-
will eventually come. How soon ers. I am convinced that a strong 
I can't predict. Certainly not for national defense means safety. 
years, because Europeans are as There are disagreements about 
a whole too unstable in their this .position, but the, army is very 
governments to be able to fight practical. History shows the 
at present." prowess of a national, efficient 
"In my opinion," he· continued defense, and we base many of 
after pausing to light his pipe, our deductions from the pages of 
in which the tobacco was burn- history.'' 
fng low, "the next war \vill be a The Major had well satisfied, 
struggle not so much nation I thought, my desire to know his 
against nation as Communism position, as a leader and military 
against Democracy. There will man, about me· trend of the 
be military tactics and methods world at large. One more perti-
such as we can't imagine. And nent query bothered. Quite un-
the sad part is that it all seems diplomatically I stated it. 
inevitable. Diplomats have tried "Yes," he responded, "I like 
with their conferences, pacifists Xavier very much. The students 
with their shouts and optimism, seem earnest and eager to learn. 
but most of them finally are fore- their sense of duty and disci-
ed to admit that their labors will pline is increasing steadily. I 
be frustrated. History has shown hope it continues. Mayibe-" here 
this time again, that war even- he smiled with that impressive 
tually settles the disputes be- smile- "maybe an Xavier man 
tween nations." might want to go to West Point. 
"As for America entering the He'd never regret it.. The age 
conflict," the Major prefigured limit, you know, is twenty-two.'' 
m;r next question, "certainly we May,be, · who. knows? But I · -
will do everything to stay out. know this: if Major Harper is a ~ 
We d~ not want to fight. · How· standard of West Point, his gen-
ever, if our sea-rights are violat- iality, desire to help and make . I,( 
ed, as by Ja~a.n through the. Suez friends, his sincerity, the venture ,:(L 
Canal, that might mean action. I would well become an Xavier 
hope not. As for our personal man; 
or THE CAY NIGHT WAY" 
Oh Say 
Can You See??? 
BY RUSTICUS 
0 FIRIEEDOM OF PRESS, what crimes are perpetrated in 
thy name! Any war is a very 
sad event. The present Spanish 
Civil War seems especially sad. 
Yet the record of the affair by 
the internafional news agencies 
is as near to being a joke"book 
as anything since the last com-
pleted volume ·of Puck. The lat-
est gag to wise-crack addition-
! had almost said insult fo injury 
-is the feature portraits of three 
stalwarts who garnered the dope 
on the Spanish rebellion. 
Between the correspondents 
and the censors the Spanish news 
is a merry mess. It is supplant-
ing the Society column lead in 
our list of entertainments. 'l'he 
names Fascist . and Loyalists to 
designate the warring parties 
were not meant to be jokes; they 
had a purpose, none too innocent, 
as some readers know. Now that 
the Rebels are lengths ahead, see 
what a mad scramble goes .on to 
be more .selective in epitpets. We 
note, too, by the papers, Hinnis-
sey, that the good old Govern-
ment troops are no longer being 
'hurled' at the enemy; they are 
'fighting with their backs to the 
wall'; and doubtless it will all 
soon be 'a fateful conflict'. If all 
the Government Loyalist Regu-
lars and Irregulars hurled against 
the enemy in this war, were ar-
ranged ear to ear along the south 
side of the equator, how old is 
Anne? 
You don't say so, Dooley! 
Yes, and what a kind Govern-
ment it is to grant freedom to 
Catalonia and the rest of the 
provinces that want it, just as 
you might present me, Hinnissey, 
with the heavy-weight champion-
ship of the boxing world. While 
they're at it they might as well 
grant freedom to Patagonia, Ire-
larid, and Newport, Ky., and the 
freedom of the seas to Great 
Britain. All the good it will do 
them. 
Then there is the dear old Bank 
of Spain, moved to Valencia, not 
far from the pockets of the good 
and true Loyalists. May the 
· metal that goes to their back 
breeches pockets be of the gen-
us lead: and may it not stop at 
the pocket, but burn its hole .... 
And, officers, shoot any cow-
ards that won't move to the at-
tack! Shoot all. these unloyal 
Loyalists, that won't fight for 
their country, till we get the 
Bank of Spain out of Valencia. 
Shoot .>em. And the Children of 
our Heroes at the Front-let's 
take pictures of them feeding on 
the fat of Madrid to show how 
humanitarian a Loyalist can be. 
And if there are any Spanish 
children in Madrid, don't take 
pictures of them; they don't de-
serve their pictures took feeding 
on the .fat• of Madrid, for their 
pappys has been vile traitors to 
the Government. 
There's hardly an epithet im-
plying any degree of stupidity 
not applicable to the stuff that 
comes from Madrid. as news or 
mild .. propaganda. Yet corres-
pondents fall for these duffers. 
Maybe to protect their own skins. 
The news agencies and syndicates 
peddle the stuff, and not as jokes; 
and local ·editors print.it, not 
without a smile we hope. And 
.the public consumes it. The 
American correspondent that 
gained fame, not to mention no-
toriety in Russia, still writes like 
a braggart school boy, still shows 
about as much judgment as a 
horse '-- jackass -'- in a fire, still 
shows a venom that is consider-
ed poison in rattle-snakes. There 
·is something in the fact that af-
ter his first lengthy ·and silly re-
po'rt in a local paper,· his articles 
·seem to . have been cut. in two-
yes, censored fol'. damn~oolishness 
--by . some one . along the . news 
line .with. a little .sen~e .. 
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L;brary St ff ff St ·1 f \Xavier library, quite a bit of de-" U US f, I tached 'terra firma' could have 
D 
• · A • accumulated. Since the average 
Of course, a high wind at al-
most any stage of the pulverized 
farms' convention, would have 
obviated the burial aspect, but 
the consequences of such an event 
would have been almost equal. A 
dust storm of the proportions of 
the recent Kansas-Nebraska dis-
aster would have occurred with 
a.JI its calamitous results. 
ustin o· ssi 0·1unent book-not counting. encyclope~ae, 
~ ~ atlases, and unabridged dict10n· 
----------.---- aries-has an area of 85 square 
Is Edward VIII Books, Saicl To Gather ~~cl~~~h~~1~f s!~c~nc~~~1~0~~~~~e~~ 
More Dust Than Any accumulate in a year, and-well, T 0 Be Marri· ed and then figure ninety-four years Of Man's Creations, and 43,ooo volumes and you are 
up in the astronomical figures 
'fhese highly alarming contin-
gencies have been averted by the 
efforts of the few men who have 
served in the Xavier library since 
its founding in 1842. Had they 
failed to dust the books regular-
To Commoner? Keep Fires Burning (or New Deal figures, as a Re· 
. publican would have it). 
Among Stacks. TREASURE FOR SEARCHERS 
Court and People W oulcl 
Resent Action; King 
Cannot Aff orcl To Lose 
Their Res.peel. 
BY RAYMOND J, KEMBLE 
THE PRIVATE LIFE of a pri-
vate citizen is of no interest 
lo anyone but himself. The pri-
vate· life of others, such as the 
artists of Hollywood, is often of 
national interest. The private 
life of the heads of governments 
is very often of international in-
terest. Thus, if Mr. Doe wishes 
to give his attentions to Mrs. 
John, while she is still married to 
Mr. John, hardly anyone but the 
neighborhood gossips and Mr. 
John will be interested. Triangles 
are no longer of such oddity as 
Had all this dust ·been allowed ly and thoroughly, a truly alarm-
BY RAYMOND. J. WILSON to assemble for almost a century, ing situation would prevail. They 
Probably no medals will be all the classrooms, the stadium, are the preservers of our culture, 
awarded, but there has recently the field house, in fact, the whole our learning, yea, even of our 
been uncovered a singular devo- campus would be covered buried lives. They should be rewarded, 
tion to duty which has prevented as the ancient cities of Pompeii but as they probably won't be, 
a catastrophe of such proportions, and Herculaneum-a treasure for they may take consolation and 
that we can only estimate the 'future archaeologists to discover, pride in a paraphrase of that 
possible outcome. The heroic excavate, and draw conclusions trite old tag by Horace: "Dulce 
handful of men who will not get on concerning the highly civiliz- el decorum est, pro alma matre 
medals are the library staffs in ed state of the primitive Ameri· nebulure."-"It is sweet and fit-
Xavier's history, who, by dint of cans. ting to dust for one's college." 
constant and ungrudging labor, -r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
have kept Xavier and perhaps, 
to warrant attention. 
But when one party to the tri-
angle happens ta be the head of 
a government, happens in fact to 
even the whole of Avondale and 
Evanston from being buried un-
der tons of dust. 
Boqks, the special care of li-
brarians, have the knack, given 
equally to no other creature of 
man's ingenuity, of gathering 
dust, and in the ninety-four years 
since the establishment of the 
Page Three Gets 
Election Sto1·y 
be king of England, the interest 
1
._ ____ .;.._ ______ __, 
shown and attention given in-
creases enormously. Consequent-
ly, Edward VIII, Mrs. Simpson, 
and Mr. Simpson find the world 
watching their every move. Ob-
servers, paid observers, crop up 
everywhere, and even zoom over-
head in an attempt to obtain a 
new slant on the affair. 
While the matter may be toned 
down in the English press, for-
eign papers, and American pa-
pers in particular are making the 
most of it. One writer has even 
gone so far as to discuss, seem-
ingly in all seriousness, the pos-
sibilities of a marriage between 
the two. The hindrances to such 
a union were discussed and the 
writer came to the conclusion 
that the marriage was not . very 
probable. 
'SENSIBLE KING 
Apart from the difficulties that 
would confront Edward if he 
were to attempt such a marriage, 
it seems most likely that he has 
the good sense and judgment not 
to contract it even though it were 
possible to remove the difficulties. 
The news of the election of 
George Washington as first Presi-
dent of the United States was 
printed on page three of the 
newspapers of that day. 
Close beside it was the word 
of the arrival of the sloop Julia 
from foreign ports, with an enum-
eration of her cargo and the fur-
ther word from a Connecticut 
tradesman that his black boy, 
answering to the name of John, 
had departed for parts unknown, 
wearing denim breeches. 
·Washington had been elected 
April 7, 1789. The Connecticut 
Courant and Weekly Intelligenc-
er at Hartford got around to 
printing it April 13. 
Even then the correspondent 
of the Courant had buried the 
news of the election down in the 
third paragraph of his account. 
He figured that the choice of the 
various officers of the electoral 
college was more important than 
the mere election of the first 
President of the United States. 
Papers did not run to head-
lines and extra editions, with 
shouting newsboys to awaken the 
slumbering echoes of side streets 
then as they do now. As a mat-
ter of fact, the Courant did not 
even put a headline over the 
election of Washington. it sim-
ply trusted to the resourcefulness 
of the reader to stumble aver the 
fact. Most other papers took it 
in the same casual sort of way. 
In the few months he has been 
the royal master of England he 
has shown a particular aptitude 
and liking for his duties. He has 
gained the confidence of the peo-
ple. They trust him, and they 
are loyal to him. Without the 
support of the people his life 
would not be so enjoyable. After 
all he is merely a constitutional 
monarch, not a Hitler or Musso· 
lini. His subjects could make 
things very uncomfortable for Band Will Not Be 
him if they disapproved of him. 
And disapprove of him they 
most certainly would if he were 
Ready This Week 
to marry Mrs. Simpson. In the Since the opening of classes, 
first place, the Church of Eng- the band has been rehearsing in 
land is opposed to divorce. If its room on the second floor of 
Edward were· to disregard this the field-house. Whlle much pro-
principle, he would lose the love gress .has been made, reliable 
and gain the dislike of a large sources indfoated that the music-
portion of his subjects, who still, 'al unit will prdbably not be teady 
strange ~o say, believe in the in- for public appearances for several 
dissolubility of m~rriage. The weeks. 
solid folk of England are inclined 
to look upon the merry-go-round . . . 
of marriage and divorce with his death. H.is ch1ldr~n would 
much ·the same contempt, with no~ ?e recogmzed as heirs to the 
which many of us more thought- British .throne. .This fact m~st 
ful Americans regard it. surely give the ~(mg pause. While 
the house of Wmdsor would con-
COURTS WOULD RESENT tinue the rule, it would leave his 
Too, Mrs. Simpson is but a com- own descendants. Surely this is 
moner, no matter how far back a serious matter. Not to perpet-
she can trace her lineage. The uate his own line in power would 
coUl·ts of England will not recog- be no trivial matter for a king. 
nize a marriage between king Consequently, if only the proof 
and·commoner. While this might from reason is considered it seems 
prove embarrassing during his logical to assume that Mrs. Simp-
life, it is possible that this em- son, while she probably will not 
barrassment might not prove an remain Mrs. Simpson, will not 
obstacle to precedent-smashing become J14rs. Windsor, as she 
Edward. However more serious would if she accepted the King 
consequence would follow upon in a morganatic marriage. 









INTERVIEW between a 
"Why don't I ever get tired of you? 
"Because I'm the most practical top-coat you 
ever owned." 
"Why are you so warm on cold days? 
"Because I'm knitted although you'd never 
suspect it." 
"Why don't you wrinkle and what makes you 
withstand drizzle'/" 
"It's my natur·e." 
"Why are you· so inexpensive " 
"Confidentially, I ought lo cost much more." 
27.so 
3-1\'IONTHS TO PAY-Buy your major Fall apparel needs 
at Rollman's and pay 1/3 November 10th, 1/3 December 
10th, 1/3 January 10th. No Down Payment. No Carry-
ing Charge. · 
Young tueu's Shop-Second Floor 
-ROLLMAN'S 
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courtesies mutually accorded among the 
so-called superiors. The problem of amel-
iorating his present conditions through 
governmental and social agencies cannot 
be solved unless it results in the complete 
removal of the racial barriers, in elevat-
ing his mode of life from the low, filthy, 
inhuman standards which are an insult 
to twentieth-century progress. Unless 
this work is immediately begun, a bloody 
uprising may sonAe day be staged by the 
negro who now exceeds the whites in de-
velopment by a ratio of four to three. 
YOU SAID IT 
BY JOHN FOGARTY 
OH, GIVE ME a home where the street cars roam, 
Where the speed- cops and cab drivers 
play,-
Where seldom is heard any noise from 
a bird, 






s llAYllONJ) .J. 111mn1.u 
.ll1nut1"lll¥ Edit on: , i :t~;j:~!i:~ I!\. ){~'~'~!:~!~I.AS Nomination for the best example of what seculai: education does with respec-
table subjects: the English William· Lem-
ke learned at Yale. 
IN DISCUSSING THE question of Cath-As Naber strolls through' Garfield park olic college education today, there in-
~·ewy }';tlltun: ............ f<JIJ\\'AltJJ ,J, ICtJNSl'JD\' ~ 
l,tJONAllD C. GAll'l'NtJll 
llOllEll'l' 1'. GllONtJllAN 
a sad sight greets his eyes (hello eyes!). 
Rows of unkept men sit upon the benches 
of this spot. The thought comes to Naber 
evftably arises two glaring phases per-
taining-to student activity. The first, so-
cial activity in. Catholic colleges; the sec-
ond, ,facuJty supervision. There can be 
no question that .these two features play 
an important roll in student enrollment 
and student complacency. Even in high 
school these questions are evident, though 
not as pertinent. 
~
.IOllN" O'CONNOU 
Copy }Jdltor• o ........... CllAfll,tJS I., lWEVO\' 
VINCtJN'I' JI, IU:CIOIAN 
that this is a sad plight for men of such 
A Misfitted Derby- a great nation-also comes the thought, 
Sports Editor ...................... ROD1'JRT J<J. CU.'1:\11.SS 
A FTER LISTENING to Al Smith's I wonder how much my gas bill will be, New York. address last week we but never mind that. Naber sees that , , { JllCllAlll> \\'. :S0111118 F t~uture fi~dltorM: ....... ltOUl~H'l, 1~. Slll'l'll 
{
llAJlll\' WmN"GAU1':SEll 
AHHl8tttnt11: ................... ROlll•;ll'l' II. l•'OX 
,JACJ{ .A. JO.Sl~S 
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l'llir Treatment-
RACIAL STRIFE IS BEING INSTI-GATED by the white people of this 
nation by their continued manifestations 
of hatred and prejudice toward the negro. 
It is taken as a peremptory fact among 
the majority of Americans that the white 
race is supreme and that the negro, mis-
fitted into civilization, is incompatible 
with the ideals of freedom and equality 
of opportunity. As a consequence, he is 
·eviled and persecuted, banned from pub-
ic resorts, enthralled in sweat-shops, 
cheated of his rights as a man and citi-
zen, and made to work where other men 
refuse. 
The chief cause for the abiding pres-
ence of the negro in America is too often 
overlooked. The reckless slave trade-
the importation of thousands from the 
East Indies because they satisfied the 
greed of man in working for starvation 
wages-is directly responsible for the 
abundant numbers of the black man in 
America today., The use of men as money 
naturally fostered the wide opinion of 
superiority among the whites, inculcated 
so deeply especially in the children of 
the south that the Civil War which once 
for all emancipated the slaves failed to 
erase the racial demarcaticln. Scorned 
and yet enthralled by bitter opponents, 
the negro can justify any occasional out-
bursts symbolic of greed and oppression. 
Two of these outbursts came last year. 
The meteoric_rise of Joe Louis buoyed to 
the surface a bitter racial feeling, and in 
ome district orgies of celebration for the 
conquering hero were so great that they 
resulted in deaths, stabbings, and num-
erous tangles between the whites and 
negroes. The premature success of Ethi-
opia in withstanding the Italian on-
slaughts also occasioned in some quarters 
enough revelry to incite the fear and 
hostility of the whites. But these in-
stances, though entirely regrettable in 
themselves, exemplify to what harmful 
extents the continued arrogance of the 
white man has affected the negro. Shunt-
ed off into hove~s. disdained at every 
hand by civilization in general, he would 
naturally be inclined to exaggerate his 
rejoicing at a new-born parity with the 
other Americans. Given a permanent 
equality, he would quickly adapt himself 
to the idea of freedom and accept the 
prosperity insured by that freedom pure-
ly as a matter_ of fact. As it is, at even 
the slightest success of his fellows, he be-
haves like a lion released from a cage. 
awaited with a great deal of eagerness 
the editorial comments which would nat-
urally sweep the country. Nor were we 
surprised at the verdict of thinking peo-
ple everywhere. Al Smith has become the 
classical example of a great man gone 
wrong. 
For those of you who followed the 
Governor in his remarks before the .In-
dependent Coalition of American· Women 
(an organi2ation devoted to the election 
of Alf. M. Landon) there is no need to 
analyze his address. In fact there is·little 
to analyze. Al utilized his time in laugh-
ing half-heartedly at the New Deal and 
in offering an apologiq for his present 
political status. 
As so often happens, the one point so 
energetically denied by the Governor 
riamely, that his bolting the party was 
due to the party's neglect of him, in the 
light of his recent remarks is apparently 
the true one. While it is sad to witness 
this confession on the part of Al, sadder 
still is the consideration that thousands 
like ourselves have lived to see the day 
when we can no longer tender the high 
esteem and regard we once felt for the 
idol of '28. 
In our opinion the most mournful epi-
taph ever to adorn the political grave of 
a great statesman will read, "Upon the 
head of an elephant rests the brown 
derby." 
-L.V.G. 
And while we have a few lines, we'd 
like to cloff om· birettas to Clem C1'0we 
for liis w01·k in building up a "wondei"' 
team at Xaviei'. 
Debunking Jeffe1·son-
JoHN ADAMS, KNOWN AS THE most . bigoted President in American his-
tory, drivelled the following in a letter to 
Thomas Jefferson under the date of May 
6, 1816: 
I do not like the late resurrection of 
of the Jesuits. They have a General now 
in Russia in correspondence with the 
Jesuits in the United States who are more 
numerous than everybody knows. Shall 
we not have swarms of them here in as 
many shapes and disguises as ever a King 
of the Gypsies, Bampfylde Moore Carew, 
himself assumed, in the shape of printers, 
editors, ·writers, schoolmasters? If ever 
any congregation of men · would merit 
eternal perdition on earth and in hell, it 
is this Company of Loyola. Our system, 
however, of religious liberty must offer 
them an asylum, but if they do not put 
the purity of our elections to a severe 
trial, it will be a wonder. 
On August 6, Jefferson wrote as follows: 
I dislike with you the restoration of 
the Jesuits because it marks a retrograde 
step from light to darkness. 
these poor fellows have no light in their 
eyes, they are full of despair, despondent, 
that old ummph! is definitely lacking. 
Their clothes are old and threadbare and 
soon sharp winds shall pinch their limbs. 
Why Naber actually saw one of them (its 
hard to believe) wearing a P.air of Thom 
McAn shoes! The thing that brings a 
lump to Na!ber's throat (no, not an ocean 
voyage) is the way these poor chaps stare 
into space. The same buildings, the same 
trees, the same sky, hour after hour, day 
after day, its maddening. Naber has a 
plan which he now presents to his fellow 
citizens for the betterment of these poor 
souls. It may not be a great plan, not 
one like Fogarty could think up, but it is 
advanced in good faith. Naber's plan is 
this: In order that these men may not be 
driven over the brink into oblivion by 
looking at the same drab and dreary 
scenery year in and out, why not tear 
down the- buildings on either side of the 
park and construct new ones. On the 
left let there be a Moorish architecture 
and on the right, Gothic. Thus the ten-
sion created by the unchanging scenery 
would be relieved, the men would be fill-
ed with hope a~d joy and set out in quest 
of jobs. Naber places his plan in the 
hands of his fellow citizens. • (Ed's note: 
And they can have it.) This department's 
idea of a radical is one, who after listen-
ing to the· ROTC officers commands of 
"eyes right" and "eyes left," calls out "eyes 
a'muggin' "! The Philopedian Debate 
Society begins its ninety fifth year of ex-
istence this year-and it doesn't look a 
day over fifty! A cynic sums up the 
modern day: cigarette ads, eighty miles 
per hour, can openers, swing music, bah! 
Thought of the two babies born in the 
Alcazar: 
College.World 
BY ROBERT H. FOX 
A COLUMNIST IN the Kentucky Ker-nel says, "It is egotistical of us to 
believe we have a free will." ... Execu-
tive Director Brown of the N.'Y, A. told 
a New Hampshire women's club':. meeting 
last week that the $15 a month student 
allotment was enough to pay for both 
board and room in 20 per cent of the col-
leges participating . . An editorial in 
the Gamecock of the University of South 
Carolina sets up a howl against the prac-
tice of changing text books. According 
to the computation, there was an unwar-
ranted expense of $1,284° incurred by the 
change of only two texts ... At Miami 
University a dancing class for freshmen 
has been opened this year .. , . 
"The cost of education should be high-
er," says Pr!!sident Few of Duke Univer-
sity, "otherwise we build a race of half 
educated and sometimes half respectable 
panhandlers, ordinary vagabonds and 
even criminals." . . , 
Upon investigation it is apparent that 
these two questions have many commend-
able qualities. Faculty supervision de-
notes faculty interest in the student and 
the absence of the too carefree behav-
iour attributed to "flaming youth." The 
a'bsence of excessive social activity im-
plies that all possi:ble opportunity is ac-
corded the student in order that he may 
devote unlimited time to the furthering 
of his education, which of course is the 
prime purpose of his enrollment and at-
tendance. But, on the other hand there 
is also a dark side to this picture. 
The youth of today in choosing a col-
lege almost always investigate the social 
side of the school. Social activity holds 
an equal place with athletic activity in 
swaying the student's selection from one 
college to another. In Catholic schools 
a social program is limited from the out-
set by religiom! seasons such as Lent. 
From February to April activity is at a 
standstill. This is exceedingly distasteful 
to the "social hound" but not to the av-
erage student who contends that a period. 
of denial is always acceptable as long as 
he is free to participate in a social pro-
gram before and after Lent. 
·'11he discipline in a Catholic school is 
always much greater than in schools 
where the faculties are disintere.sted. in 
the students. and more so in thei!' activ-
ities. Dances -in a Catholic college a1'e 
conducted on such a scale that they com-
mand the respect of parents and in later 
years of the students themselves. 
According to the set-up adopted sever-
al years ago at Xavie.r, a· social commit-
tee operates all dances on this campus.-
The fact that a committee has been cre-
ated for this one distinctive end is an as-
surance to the students of Xavier that 
their social activities will keep pace, with 
the progress of the school in other fields. 
Efforts have been made to provide so-
cial ente.rtainment at the 1ow'est possi-
ble cost" to the student: The efforts have 
proven successful, and it is hoped that 
the men who direct these informal af-
faks will not abate their interest. 
I POET'S PLAYGROUND I 
In Thee We Trust-
THE BUGLE note has split the quiet air, And on the plains you grapple for 
your right 
Who drenched dark chaos with a 
welcome light 
When born in the pain of groaning battle 
there; ·• 
Time nourished you-combed your dis-
hevelled hair-
Enthrone\i you that you stood a man 
of might; 
Now hostile armies lumber forth to 
fight, 
To pierce your jewelled banners where 
they dare. . 
Much of the crime attributed to the 
negro is encouraged by the refusal of the 
untouchables, as it were, to pay him a 
living wage, to provide educational and 
housing facilities, and to give him a social 
equality. With opportunity· denied by 
arrogance, his sense of responsibility van-
ishes, and with no education to under-
stand the significance of life and property, 
murder and stealing are common enter-
prises. He lives in the bottoms of the 
city not of his own accord but because 
polite society forbids him to live else-
where. 
This latter assertion especially should 
be .Pondered by those who regard Jeffer-
son as the embodiment of the spirit of 
American freedom and toleration and who 
speak of "Jeffersonian Democracy" as 
though it were a religion whose revival 
at the present time is our great desider-
atum. 
.That German boy from Heidelburg at-
tending Miami University on a scholar-
ship says that German fraternities are rig-
idly disciplined and serious, and German 
education leaves more room ·for initia-
tive. . . . The St. Louis University Stu-
dent Conclave has despaired cir' a lecture 
program. Only a handful ·turned out 
last year to hear Christopher Hollis on 
monetary problems, yet the President 
called him to his board of brain-trusters, 
so it is said, for the views he expressed 
at that lecture on the breakdown of 
But hoist" your flashing shield, Democ-
But in reality the negro is on the same 
plane as the white man. Socially, relig-
iously, economically, he is to be granted 
the same opportunities, the same comforts 
and conveniences as his fellow-citizens, 
and he is deserving of all the common 
The desii'e to be real Red-blooded 
Americans is responsible for much of the 
Red advances in the Milquetoast crowd. 
Communist's theory: Read not to con-
tradict and confute, nor to believe and 
take for granted, nor to find talk and dis-
course, but to be Red. money. 
' racy! • 
The masked .invader must not be al-
lowed 
To carve your heart from its blood-
splattered breast; 
Although your feet be crippled, do not 
flee; 
Although your head be weary, do 
not rest. 
Alth.ough your voice "be feeble, keep 
1t loud; · , 
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Equipment In R. 0. T. C. Unit Completed 
.CANNON ARRIVES FOR XAVIER FIELD ARTILLERY UNIT 
The four 75-millimete.r canno1.1 pictured abov~ arrived at Xavier. University, last week, completing the equipment 
there for the new field ~rtillery unit of the R. O. 1. C. Although basically the cannon to be used at Xavier are the same 
as thos.e made famous m the World War, they have been modified to permit their being drawn behind high-speed trucks. 
lmmed1at~ly up_ on completion of their fundamental training, the Xavier cadets will start instruction on the French 7 5 's. 
Lemke Loses Many Votes In 
Last Month's Activity 
their several radio harangues. namic Hugh Johnson, who never 
Landon has been affected by this was a spread-eagle despite his 
fact very much as he has become force. Quietly Johnson has eased 
such a notorious radio reader that into the picture within the past 
the Democrats under Johnson's six weeks. Without pleading 
instigation have made his ora- with the people, without calling 
tory, or lack of it almost an is- upon their sense of duty, as it 
sue. seems everyone else has always 
Radio Proven To Be 
Commendable ;IV ehicle 
For Adjudging Worth 
Of Candidates, Kenne· 
dy Declares. One great mistake, possibly done and must do, Johnson is such as has never been made by just keen enough to have his say 
a guider of presidential destinies, and make the hoi polloi believe 
BY EDWARD. J. KENNEDY, JR. has ·been made by Farley in per- that they are saying it. 
mitting the rejuvenated Repub- As Hamilton and Johnson cross 
Judgment draws near and licans to make inroads on his paths the fur must fly, and when 
looms large for the incumbent sure thing while he pondered the flurry clears away there can 
eastern blueblood, Franklin D. personal glory which now has be only one dead cat. 
Roos.~velt, and the honorable, hon- slipped from the offing. Farley 
FLYING CADETS 
Any students wishing to np" 
ply for the War Department 
training as a flying cadet may 
secure application blanks at 
the Military office-Biology 
Bldg. 
Classes start March l," July 
1, and October 15, annually. 
Application for enrollment 
does not of necessity compel 
acceptance, as appointment 
thereafter must be tendered 
by the War Department. 
A sample application blank 
is posted on the Biology Bldg. 
Bulletin Board for student in-
formation. 
Students need not be en-
rolled in ROTC. 
est 011 producer from the sandy hesitated to take the offensive, 
wastes of Kansa~, Al!f. M. Lan- thinking probably that it is le 
don. So far as dilettante but so- premier pas qui coute but he 
cialistic Thomas is concerned,. he may learn that he who' hesitates 
will do well to uphold his slip- is lost. Save for Farley's mis-
ping principles ~Y polling his us- take, and the clever analyzing of 
ual quarter-million useless bal- .it by the fiery Hamilton, the 
lots. Browder, of course, may be sunflower would have ignomin-
entirely disregarded, but let it iously struck its colors. 
Peace And Stability Of World 
Jeopardized By "ls1n" Plag·ue 
not be ignored that the presence Now that Al Smith has walked 
of his name on the ballot will and talked himself out of the 
repr:s.ent at lE'.ast victo~y of r:- political picture, the major par-
cogmtlon, and m these times this ties each have only one reliable 
is not insignificant. Lemkeites standard bearer. Landon, in-
or Coughlinites will fade from deed, cannot be called upon to 
vowed loyalty in a last minute deliver votes to his Republican 
rush to vote the winner. As fathers by virtue of his oratorical 
Lemke begins t.o lose ground at prowess. I believe too it can be 
this point, it may ·be interesting said that Rooseveit. the Demo-
to take note now of the .Union cratic Demosthenes, has assum-
ranks and compare them with ed an air of approach which will 
final returns;· Lemke will not poll fail to bring him to the man-on-
three-fifths of his own October 8 the-street, the core upon whom 
adherents. the 1936 outcome will pulsate. 
A rather , commendable thing Hamilton will be the .bulwark 
about this and· recent elections is of the G. 0. P. drive for these 
the decline and sinking of that last three weeks. Hamilton is 
American born un-Americanism, a'bove par as a speaker, and his 
the whispering campaign. It is astute tactics and keen insight 
almost pleasing to have the air will gathe1· many votes for the 
filled with •bravely shouted and Republican cause. As a second-
indiscriminately flipped "red ary man, Charles P. Taft II, with 
herrings," "chocolate soldiers," his Y. M. C. A. speeches and Wo-
and "dead cats," rather than the men's Club addresses is garner-
sordid, heavy scandals which ac- ing more than his shl),re and more 
cumulated in the foul air of than most people realize. Taft 
early politicalism. horizons a bright future as a re-
RADIO HELPFUL ward for hard effort and favor-
able results. 
Since radio has become such a On the other hand, in the 
popular vehicle for political cam- Democratic party, Farley though 
paigning, much light has been supposedly the key man, for he 
cast upqn presidential personali- controls the purse-strings, is not 
ties which hitherto was either a the Farley with the aggressive-
non-important or yet recognized ness which so characterized his 
issue. This is particularly true earlier success. Never a popular 
of localities such as Cincinnati, man, .if not only because he has 
which rarely is the -stamping been the target of the press, Far-
ground for a presidential aspir- ley has a personality which cer-
ant. In this present campaign, tainly cannot be counted on as 
for Instance, both Landon and the race turns into the bitter 
Roosevelt, have a quickly flutu- ·home stretch, A great deal now 
ating following in the wake ·of depends upon the vitriolic, dy-
Nationalism and lnterna· 
tionalism Co 11 s tit u t e 
Real Social Menaces to 
Society. 
BY C, F. HOLLEY 
At the present time the pence 
and stability of the world are 
held in delicate balance. 
Forces, both from without and 
within, are at work, forces which 
may at any time plunge the na-
tions of the world into a cata-
clysm. These forces, which are 
in direct opposition to each other; 
are nationalism and internation-
alism or communism. 
The outstanding historian of 
our times, Carlton H. Hayes, de-
fines nationalism as "a condition 
of mind in which loyalty to one's 
national state is superior to all 
other loyalties, and of which, 
pride in one's nationality and be-
lief in its excellence, are integral 
parts." It is well exemplified by 
Stephen Decateur's exclamation, 
"My country, right or ·wrong." 
Nationalism has its roots in 
the French Revolution. It pro-
pagated rapidly in both hemi-
spheres and assumed tremendous 
importance. Bismarck, in the 
nineteenth century was an out-
standing proponent of national-
ism. He demanded a large, well-
trained force of men and a highly 
centralized state. . , 
Fierce nationalism in Europe 
brought .on the Great War. Petty 
jealousies and differences were 
brought within the focus of na-
tional attention by the spotlight 
of burning nationalism in the 
Balkans and also the countries of 
western Europe. 
TWIN PROPONENTS 
Following the World War, na-
tionalism has placed a stumbling 
block in the way of disarma-
ments. Highly armed nations are 
building up large standing arm-
ies, reserves, and navies in their 
mad quest for security. 
The two greatest proponents 
of nationalism today are Hitler 
and Mussolini, who at the same 
time are bitter foes of interna-
tionalism, communism. 
Communism, from its strong-
hold in Russia, aims at a world-
wide dictatorship of the proletar-
iat. From Moscow comes a steady 
stream of propaganda and a fai· 
flung espionage system which 
encircles the world. Back to Mos-
cow· go reports of progress made 
and missions accomplished. Al-
ready communism has gained a 
strong foothold in Spain and in 
France. In our own country, a 
communist political party is es-
tablished which is presenting a 
candidate for the presidency. 
Hitler, in his recent Nurem-
burg address, ai'red his views 
about communistic Russia, ex-
pressing distrust and opposition. 
A gloomy outlook thus is pre-
sented amid the world chaos with 
raging, rampant nationalism on 
the one hand and insidious, 
creeping communism on the oth-
er. A darkened horizon contains 




Staff Heads For 
1937 Musketeer 
(Continued from Page 1) 
programs of the country. 
Voct is also active in other 
campus organizations. He is vice-
presiden t-secretary of the Clef 
Glee Club and holds a member-
ship in the Masque Society and 
in the Philopedian Debate Soci-
ety. 
The newly appointed heads of 
the annual will confer dming 
the next few weeks with print-
ers and engravet·s in the middle-
west in an effort to present an 
outstanding scheme of presenta-
tion for the 1036 Musketeer. They 
will also announce their staffs in 
the near future. 
This will be the fourteenth 




(Continued from Page 1) 
William J. Riley. 
Battel'y C: ls·l sergeant: Rich-
ard L. Dooley; corporals:: Robert 
E. Tukey, John W. Woestman, 
John R. Werkman, and Richard 
L. Wehrle. 
Members of the ROTC who 
have served in the CMTC rate a 
service stripe for each term spent 
in the encampment. Stripes are 
now being distributed lo eligible 
men. 
REAL CADETS 
Edward J. Kennedy, Robert H. 
Meyer, Richard Dooley, and Wil-
liam Reilley warmed up for the 
ROTC by spending the summer 







AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
Make a dote NOW lo hear I he 
sweetest, swlnglest music ever 
played. Society's favorite orchestra, 
and other smart entertainment, now 
oppoa1lng nlghlly In Clnclnnall's 
gayest supper club. 
No cover charge, minimum check $1 
($2 on Saturday, holiday eves). Dane. 
Ing nightly and Saturday al luncheon 
In the Restaurant Contlnentalo. 
Better make your reservatloM now. 
NETHERLAND PLAZA 
W. O. Seelbach, Manager 
800 Rooms 1 minimum rate $3 ~ 
National Hotel Managomont A 





For College Students 
The Xaverian News Three Years Ago. This. Week: One Year Ago This Week: Clem F. Crowe succeeded Joseph A. Meyer as head coach of the Xa-
vier University Musketeers. The 
Muskie standing was 2 losses 
against 1 win. s p 0 R T s 
Playing a superior brand of foot-
ball, the Xavier Musketeers held 
the powerful Skibos of Carnegie 
Tech to a single field goal, losing 
a spine-tingler, 3-0. 
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Hilltopper's Battle Xavier.Friday Night 
Kim Darrag.,1; Elected 
President Of "X" Club 
"Roarin" John Koprow· 
ski And Jim Farasey 
Are Also Chosen; 
Homecoming PI ans 
Formulated. 
Riding a platform pledged to 
a greater "X" Club participation 
in campus activities, Kim Dar-
ragh, popular Pittsburgh senior, 
and varsity quarterback was 
elected President of the under-
graduate Monogram club at the 
organization's first meeting of the 
year recently. 
On the same ticket, Jim Far-
asey and John Koprowski, Cleve-
land gridiron aces, were enthusi-
astically chosen for the offices of 
Vice President and Secretary-
Treasurer respectively. 
After taking the chair left va-
cant by the graduation of Lee 
Sack last June, Darragh outlined 
plans for the Homecoming Dance, 
the "X" Club's annual social af-
fair, which will be held this year 
after the Homecoming game. 
"It is our intention to greet Xa-
vier Alumni and students with 
an evening of dancing and enter-
tainment that will mark the 
event as the highlight of a rous-
ing Homecoming celebration," 
Darragh told his supporters. 
Other suggestions were ;made 
for. a plan to bring the under-
graduate and the graduate sec-
tions 'of the club together, be-
sides beginning a schedule of 
campus activities to be sponsored 
by the club during, the year. 
Use Portable 
Microphones 
One of the unusual features of 
the broadcasting of Xavier foot-
ball games is the portable micro-
phones used by Station WSAI to 
interview notables present at the 
games and to give the audience 
opportunity to hear the rival 
captains, coaches, and others con-
nected with the actual play. 
Another service offered by 
WSAI is a fifteen minute radio 
program, 6:45 to 7:00, four nights 
a week devoted to the Junior 
Xavier Club. 
loo kin' fro1n the 
SPORTSIDE 





Their last breather disposed 
of Xavier's Musketeers begin 
taking the jumps tomorrow night 
when they meet the hard-charg-
ing, hard-running · Hilltoppers 
from Western State Teachers 
College of Bowling Green, Ky. In 
this encounter the Muskies will 
be gunning for their third straight 
win over the Kentuckians who 
were defeated in 1923, 21-14; and 
in 1924, 29-0. · 
Although comparatively un-
known, the Teachers, under the 
guidance of Carl Anderson, for-
mer Geneva star, have made 
great strides in recent years and 
are one of the leading teams 
among the secondary D i x i e 
schools. Last year they won sev-
en and lost three, numbering 
among their victims Centre's 
Praying Colonels and Transyl-
vania's Pioneers. 
HIGH SCORERS 
Thus far this year, the Hilltop-
pers have trampled over their op-
position in impressive fashion 
whipping West L~berty 33-0 and 
I~ ,_ er.owning Tennessee· Tech 27-0. 
"Te~~OR ON Operating from a single wing, 
'DSl=:BNSE' AT Anderson's outfit· rely on a fast, 
BAC:~IN(r &JP hard-charging line headed· by 
T4fE. I-IN£ giant Jim Reed, 6 ft. 4 in., 210 lb. 
-At.1. OLl'T!.TANDIN4 -STl\li AS A - lineman who plays end on offense 
FREl>llMAfll ANO .SO'PtloMORE -AN!) and tackle on defense. This be-
HAS lilo~l.OST f'I MINllTE o,.,. hemoth, despite his size, is· agile 
1111.A'I' .,ECAIJSE OP I NJ URIE;,· - and his pass receiving· i on f 




apolis. Coach Bernie Bierman will ut his three-time national · e c s - os angerous 
h h ft Id 
. I C P . - •!•1-1 ..... 11-·•-11 ... , ..... , ... 1 •._,,_1, ... ,, ... 11 .. ••-•• ... 11-••-u-·•--"-··-11 ... 11 ... 11 .. 
111 
scoring threats. 
c amps on t e e wit 1 oach Colonel Bibles Cornhuskers, and I · Although, a midget in compar-
the result will be either the Gophers' first loss in over three years LEADER N £ ison to Reed, Bibich, the· ·155 lb. 
or a sure indication that the Minnesota power plant has been re-1 Q AND OFF TH FJELD tail back of the Hilltoppers, is the 
charged for another undefeated season. Last year Nebraska was spearhead of the offense, not on-
turned back 12-7 in the closest contest Bierman's squad experienced. • 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 .-0 - 0 _ 11_ 11 _ 11_.11 ... 11 .... 11 .. 11 ... 11 - 0 - 0 - 11 - 11 - 11 .. 11 - 1" ly being a shifty, ~hard-drivini 
June graduation made a bigger dent at the Minneapolis university back, but also ·the team's ace 
than it did at Lincoln, but dents in football material at Minneapolis passer. 
swell out again miraculously quick. The half dozen or so All-
Americans who graduate each year never seem to be missed. Ac-
cording to. the current football magazines, this year is no exception, 
as the 1935 champs are building an improved team! But an equally 
impressive fact is that the Big Six champions will also be better 
than last year by virtue of experience and a score of brilliant soph-
omores. It's going to be a battle, and if the Gophers are to be de-
throned this year the Cornhuskers are the team to do it. 
~~~~~·x~~~~~ 
DEAR SPORTSIDE: Watching the Musketeers in action against Adrian last 
Friday would have been very pleasant had it not been for a 
few high school students who ;were sitting around us. 
Besides dodging yo-yo tops, peanut shells, paper, coca-cola 
bottles, chewed chewing-gum, pop-corn hulls, etc., they an-
noyed us by pushing each other on, under, and along side of us. 
Another thing, the language was not the type that one would 
expect on an evening dedicated to the ladies. 
Can: it be that we must attribute such rowdiness to the 
students who may attend the university in future years? Can 
nothing be done about it, or must Xavier students buy a ticket 
in the west stands for their girl friends and stay on the opposite 
side of the field to use their activity ·books? 
HARRY J, WEINGARTNER. 
~~~~--'X.~~~~~ 
THE ABOVE LETTER no doubt expresses the sentiments of the student body in general and good many cash customers. It's 
no fun having a missile draped around your neck just as you whis-
per sweet nothings to your heart-throb or a halJiback breaks away 
for a touchdown run, but just what can be done about it is the-
busif!ess of school authorities. We can go armed 'next time, and 
no jury would convict us for the service we might do to the public. 
Or, why not send the kids out to the stadium some week night and 
let them have their fun? They never seem to care or know that 
a game is going on down on the field. However, till the problem 
is solved we'll just have to grin. and bear it as we do the other 
trials of life such as worms in apples, crooners, and languai:e classes. 
CAPT. CHARLES ELLIS COACH CARL ANDERSON 
TWO ORB.ITS . HEREDITY 
Walter Connolly, famed stage, Dick Dooley, sophomore end on 
screen, and radio star, was a for- the ·Musketeers, has a brother 
mer star on the Musketeer foot- who performed on the gridiron 
ball teams. in 1922.-23-24 down at Spring Hill. 
TWO CHANGES 
In preparing for this struggle, . 
Crowe made two changes in the 
team, and will probably stand 
pat on his opening lineup. The 
, shift saw Herb Snell, diminutive 
right half, switch positions· with 
Gene Hellar, the speedy ·sopho-
more. left half. By this move 
Coach Crowe believes he can 
bolster the Muskie passing game 
as Snell is a capable thrower. 
The only casulties in last 
week's game were ·Whitey Walsh, 
dynamic pint sized guard and 
John Koprowski, the vociferous 
right half back, Walsh suffered 
a badly bruised · hip in a line 
play, but the irijury has respond-
ed nicely to the treatment of 
Tony Cornelio, Musketeer train-
er, and the big tape and arnica 
man promises· that Whitey _will 
see action against the Kentuck-
ians. "Roaring J·ohn", Koprow-
ski contracted a severe cold, but 
he, too, will be ready· for tomor-
row night. 
Julius ·1-ohr, B. S. P. 
The favorite barber 
. of the· Campus 
3757 Mongomery Roa.d 
vae91'~....._.,_.. ______ .,. 
I 
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Musketeers Smother Adrian Bulldogs 





Backfielcl Cavorts On 
Touchclowu Parade; 
Koprowski Impresses 
While Boosting Aver· 
age. 
BY JACK MACKEY 
The Musketeers, pointing for 
the remaining tough encounters 
on the schedule, took their warm-
up assignment in stride, last Fri-
day evening, piling up 46 points 
on little Adrian College from 
Michigan, the while keeping lheit· 
own goal-line uncrossed. 
The Crowemen played bril-
liantly when using their ground 
tactics, as was the case in the 
Transylvania and Ken lucky 
games, but again, the pass offense 
and defense were much below 
the standard of former Xavier 
elevens. Though the aerial game 
was greatly improved over that 
shown in the last two games, it 
appears as if the Blue and White 
are in for a rather lean season in 
the air department unless there is 
more cooperatio'n on the part of 
the receivers and passers. 
However, Xavier did not need 
to take to the air, Friday eve-
ning, as Adrian offered little re-
sistence to the fast-charging 
Muskie line and backfield. The 
home boys ran up and down the 
field almost at will, garnering 
390 yards on runs from scrim-
mage, by far their best ground-
gaining mark of the season, and 
made every period a scoring one, 
counting once each in the first 
and second quarters, three times 
in the third and twice in the final 
quarter. 
Johnny Koprowski scored two 
touchdowns to lead the scorers 
for the evening, with Dave Snell, 
Bob Cummins, Bert Snell, Roy 
Neary and Jim Patton Rll cross-
ing the pay-line once each. The 
Musketeers were forced to work 
hard for the two touchdowns 
scored in the first half, however, 
as Adrian's heavy line seemed to 
give the Xavier forward line 
some trouble during the first few 
plays of the fray, but with the 
team clicking well as the game 
progressed, the little Michigan 
school did not offer much oppo-
sition. 
SMOOTH OFFENSE 
With its offense again function-
ing smoothly, the Crowemen ap-
pear· to be well armed for their 
coming hard tussles, for the· line-
men again gave their usual stel-
lar performance, yieldin,g but 46 
yards to the plunging Adrian 
team, which is some defense in 
any man's football game. To pick 
any one man as outstanding in 
the line would be an injustice to 
the others, because all played 
------------------------------~---------------------c_o1_11_·t_cs_y_c_1_nc_·1_n_na_l_l_P_os_t_· brilliantly against the weighty Michigan men, blocking and 
F F i that Dayton "jinx" and lost to U t Ure 0 CS the Flyers 21-7. However, Xa-
1 vier's undercover men report 
Of. Xav1·er Bow that the Bis.hop~ are a go.od ball club and will give. the Big Blue 
To Strong Foes 
a busy afternoon. 
CENTRE LOSES 
On the banks of the Wabash, 
the Muskies arch-rivals, Centre, 
team 38-0, the Indiana Hoosiers 
led by Bo McMillan having little 
dilftculty with· the inexperienced 
Praying Colonels. 
In the Middle West Detroit's 
Titans were nipped by the ef-
fective passing attack of their 
traditional rivals, Villanova, 13-7. 
Way down South . in Dixie, 
stars fell on South Carolina, Xa-
;ier's Turkey Day rivals and 
Duke's Red Devils led by Ace 
Parker and Red Tipton trimmed 
the Carolinans 21-0. They had 
previously beaten Colgate 14-6. 
In the other clash one of Xa-
vier's former l'ivals whipped. one 
of the newcomers to the Muskie 
card when West Virginia Wes-
leyan downe~ Davis Elkins 19-0. While the Musketeers were fell before an ·Alumnus coached 
romping to an ea.sy 46-o victory 1 
w~A~~~~~P~~d~v~-~--------------------~--------~ 
with the ranks of their future Three Are Na1ned To Intramural Board 
opponents. Of the seven tei:i.ms L------------------------------------------! 
remaining on the. Muskie sched-
ule only two managed to escape 
"the applecart bugaboo." 
At Bowling Green, the Hilltop-
pers of Western State Teachers 
College smashed their way to an 
impressive 27-0 victory over 
Tennessee Tech, while up Ohio 
way Wittenberg tripped up 
Wooster 12-7. 
The Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan, 
pre-season favorites for the Buck-
eye t~Ue, were again smitten by 
The appointment of a 
tlll'ee-man Intramural Com-· 
mittec consisting of Jim 
Doyle, Don Bailey, an·d ·Bill 
Haughey, all seniors in the 
College of Liberal Arts, was 
announced ,yesterday by the 
Student Council in a meeting 
called to hasten completion 
of an inb·amural program 
scheduled to open next week 
on the campus. 
As a result of a bill passed 
by the Council, the commit-
tee takes the place of the In-
tramural Director, who for-
merly supervised stmlent 
athletics. · 
Bailey was ,selected as the 
D o r m i t o r y representative, 
along with Doyle who was 
chosen from the day stu-
dents. Haughey. is the third 
man, designated by the .coun-
cil to be selected by Athletic 
Director Clem Crowe. .. 
All intramural activities 
are to be under the complete 
direction of the new commit-
tee which is working on plans 
for basketball, boxin'g, bowl-
ing, handball, and billiards. 
·, Volleyball, an innovation 
on the 11rogram is scheduled 
to get under way Monday. 
The committee advises all 
students to watch the bullet-
in boa1·ds for announcements 
of rosters, playing time, and 
team standings. 
tackling vehemently all evening. 
Coach Crowe used the entire 
squad in this tilt, with a revamp-
ed lineup facing the starting gun. 
Eddie Geers, starting at quarter-
back, ran the team in fine style 
while he was in, with the rest 
of the second-string backfield giv-
ing a good account of itself in 
the first half. 
"Roarin' Jawn" Koprowski, en-
tering the game in the second 
quarter, carried the ball nine 
times during his brief sojourn, 
averaging close lo 13 yards on 
every trip. Xavier opened up on 
a few laterals in the third period 
and gained quite a few yards 
with the underhand flippers, so 
that, all in all, the second half 
resembled a touchdown parade 
put on by Xavier's Musketeers in 
various formations. All Adrian 
could do was lo try and break up 
the parade put on by the X boys, 
but the 'Michigan ·band found it 
useless to strive against the 
smooth-working and faster Xa-
vier eleven. It simply couldn't 
be done. 
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Loyola University Tries 
New Academic Experiment 
Honor Courses Intro· 
clucecl By Jesuit School 
In Chicago. 
Loyla University, Chicago, re-
cently took an important step 
away from the conventional lines 
of American education, with the 
introduction of the opening o·f 
dent, and the comprehensive ex-
amination, which will be both 
written and oral, will be based 
on this outline. If, at the ehd of 
the junior year, und'ergraduate 
stud en ts pursuing the honors 
course have not given sufficient 
evidence of. their ability to com-
plete the work, such students 
will be returned to the non-hon-
ors program. 
The comprehensive examination 
will be given in the spring of the 
undergraduate's senior year, and 
its object will be, "not to re-ex-
amine the student in the courses 
he has taken in his field of spe-
cializatiwi, but to determine ,how 
thocough a mastery of the whole 
field he has obtained." The oral 
examination of the graduate stu-
dents will be twice as long as 
that of the undergraduates. 
· the fall term oJ a program of 
'honors courses." 
'.Dhe prevailing academic sys-
tem in the United States has long 
been criticized for its inelasticity, 
being adapted to the needs of the 
av11rage student only, and there-
fore having the eITect of "hold-
ing down" Lhe student with a 
·better-than-average intellect, 
A special committee, headed 
by the Rev. Allan P. Farrell, S. 
J:, Ph. D., Dean of Studies of 
West Baden College, has devel-
. oped a unique program1 based 
on that followed in the g1·eat un-
iversities of Europe, to fit into 
the American scheme of educa-
tion. 
The new plan, introduced into 
both the graduate and under-
graduate divisions of the univer-
sity, induding \he graduate de-
partment of West Baden College, 
contemplates a thorough study 
by t·he student of his field of .spe-
cia1izalion, and an appreciable 
acquaintance with an allied field 
and with general culture. A 
comprehensive examination in 
these three fields must be suc-
cessfully passed before the dis-
tinction of "honors" is conferred 
upon the candidate. 
HONORS COURSE 
Other requirements for the 
graduate student arc a written 
thesis, ability to read simple Lat-
in, reading knowledge of two 
modern languages, and comple-
tion of a certain prescribed 
course. 
Heretofore students following a 
general course, who were success-
ful in passing the comprehensive 
examination and who maintained 
a B-plus, an A-minus, or an A 
average, received a "cum laude," 
"magna cum laude" or "summa 
cum laude" distinction respec-
tively. 
If the Loyola experiment 
proves wholly successful, the 
honors course system_ probably 
will be introduced gradually in-
to other_ Jesuit colleges and uni-
versities of the United States, 
particularly those of the Chicago-
Province of which Xavier is a 
part. Not all students, nor all de-
partments, will .be admitted to 
the honors· course. Only those T e a I s H e I d 
graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents who 1rnve completed cer- T H N 
lain preliminary studies in their 0 onor ew 
particular field, and wha have 
maintained a high average, will Xav1· er Staff 
be allowed to undertake the new 
1)rogram. This prngram will <'.o 
away \vith the usual academic 
distinction of "cum laude," "mag-
na cum laude." and "summa 
cum laude." 
In anouncing the plan, Father 
Samuel Knox Wilson, S. J., Pres-
ident of Loyola, declared: 
"I regard this development of 
honors courses at Loyola Univer-
sity as the greatest step forward 
in academic bette1·mcnt since the 
foundation of St. Ignatius Col-
lege (original name of Loyola 
University). Any undergrad-
uate student successfully com-
pleting honors work in a major 
field will, in addition to the cul-
tural background of his other 
subjects, be much ·better pre-
pared than the m·dinary student 
because of the extent and 'qual-
ity of the work he has accom-
plished and because of the real 
knowledge he must possess to 
pass the comprehensive exami-
nations. Honors work' in the 
Graduate School will e.ppraxi-
mate that done at European uni-
versities, and the requirements 
for graduate honors work are 
such that a student successfully 
meeting them will be thoroughly 
equipped both for teaching and 
further research work in his 
chosen field." 
HANDLED BY BOARD 
Under the plan, a board o·f ad-
visers appointed by the dean of 
the Graduate School or the dean 
of the Liberal Arts College, out-
lines the p1;ogram for the pros-
pective candidate for a graduate 
The student is required lo appear 
at stated intervals before his 
board to discuss the prog·ress of 
his work, and also to report to 
a particular adviser, who in 
most instances is the chairman 
of the board. 
The honors program indicates 
to the student not so much what 
he must do as what he must 
know in or·der to get a degree 
with honors. An outlined state-
ment of the ground he is expect-
ed to cover is given to each stu-
Presidents of Cincinnati 
Universities Attend Af· 
fair In Clifton. 
A tea honoring the command-
ing staff of the military depart-
ment of Xavier University was 
given last Sunday afternoon at 
the home of -captain and Mrs. 
Harold P. Hennessy, Howell Ave-
nue, Clifton, by member of the 
University of Cincinnati military 
staff of which Captain Hennessy 
is a member. 
ll was the first social occasion 
attended by the two staffs since 
the arrival of the Xavier officers 
and their families this summer. 
Major Rollo V. Ladd and Mrs. 
Ladd of the University of Cincin-
nati group assisted in the hospi-
talities. 
Honored guests at the affair 
were the commanding officer ai 
Xavier, Major Arthur M. Harper 
and Mrs. Harper, who came to 
Cincinnati from Fort Leaven-
worth, Kansas; Captain Frank 
Camm and Mrs. Camm formerly 
of Hawaii; and Captain George 
E. Wrockloff and Mrs. Wrockloff, 
formerly of Fort Sill, Oklahoma. 
Among those attending the tea 
were Rev. Dr. Dennis F. Burns, 
S. J., President of Xavier Uni-
versity; President Raymond Wal-
ters of the University of Cincin-
nati and Mrs. Walters; Colonel 
and Mrs. Oscar Krupp, Colonel 
and Mrs. Dabney Elliott, Colonel 
and Mrs. E. Kimmel, Major and 
Mrs. Frank Keating, Major and 
Mrs. Bushrod Hoppin, Major and 
Mrs, C. W, Higgins, Major H. L. 
Shaftoe, Mrs. W, Shaftoe, Major 
and Mrs. J. Knubel, Captain and 
Mrs. R. McK. Smith, Dr, and 
Mrs. L. B. Chenoweth, Mr. and 
Mrs. E. Halmi, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lester Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. C. 
A. Joerger, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. 
Shreve, Mr. and Mrs. Howard 
Sproull, Mr. and Mrs. William 
Jarrett, and Mr .. John Hill. 
STATISTICS OF GAMES TO DATE 
XAVIER OPPONENTS 
First downs .................................................. 43 
First Downs from rushing ........................ 40 
First downs from forward passes ........ 1 
First down's from lateral passes .............. O 
First downs from penalties ........................ 2 
Total. yards from scrimmage .................... 1094 
Total yards from rushing .......................... 952 
Total yards from forward passes .......... 74 
Total yards from lateral passes .............. 38 
Total yards from penalties ....... .'.............. 30 
Forward passes attempted ........................ · 27 
Forward passes completed ........................ 7 
Forward passes completed by penalty 10 
Lost ball on intercepted forward 
passes ....................................................... . 
Lateral passes attempted ......................... . 
Lateral passes completed ...................... .. 
Lost ball on intercepted lateral 
passes ...................................................... .. 
Yards run back on Intercepted for-
. ward passes .......................................... .. 






passes ........................................................ O 
Total run back of interception's .............. 4 
Number of punts ........................................ 15 
Total yards on punts (from scrimmage) 588 
Average yardage on punts ........................ 39 
Number of punt returns ............................ 12 
Total yards on punt returns ...................... 121 
Average yardage of punt returns............ 10· 
T11tal yards of punt and kickoff returns 268 
Total yards from scrimmage, inter-
ception, returns ...................................... 1356 
Fumbles ... ,...................................................... 8 
Own fumbles recovered ............................ 2 
Number of penalties .............. ~.................... 16 









































Mr. Bonilla·Sosa, In· 
structor In Spanish, 
Originates Idea To Or· 
ganize. · .i;:f ! 
The students taking Spanish at 
Xavier University, will soori an-
~ounce th.e founding of a Span-
!Sh Club, 1t was indicated yester-
day from relia·ble sources; 
The sources stated that the 
club would have for its purpose 
the study of the lbernian culture 
and the outlook for Spain under 
the new form of government 
which will vesult from the pres-
ent civil war. 
The Club will als<> have a social 
aspect and will conduct joint 
meetings with the Spanish Club 
of the University of Cincinnati . 
Mr. Sa 1 v ado r Bonilla-Sosa 
whose idea it was to form th~ 
Clu~, according to the reports 
received by The News, is a form-
er student of U. C. 
Ex-"X" Stars 
Cop Spotlight 
In Pro Grid 
Contest Here 
Flashing the form that once 
baffled Xavier foes and brought 
Editor Of Queen's Work Citt;is Fulfillment 
Lenin's Prophecy That Europe Would 
Burn At Both Ends. 
Of the stands to their feet, a team 
of former Xavier grid stars rep-
resenting Model Shoes · won an 
impressive victory over Fort 
Wayne 19-0, at Northside Park, 
··-- Sunday. 
BY LAWRENCE M. MULLEN place, joined with the republicans Leo Sack; one of Xavier's greats 
(JCNA Feature Writer) to contest the syndicalist, com- and now assistant coach of ·the 
ST. LOUIS, MO., October 7.- munist and anarchist groups. The varsity contributed the most bril-
Lenin prophesied that Europe result was civil war and such liant play of the game with one 
would burn at both ends and to- must be the route of all commun- of his characteristic jaunts. Tak-
day we have that prophecy come is\ inroads. ing a Fort Wayne punt on his 
true, with Russia at one end in Father Lord said he believed own 3-0 yard line "Twinkletoes" 
the throes of Communism, and the future of , the whole world scampered through the entire 
Spain at the other, bleeding from depended on the nations yet pre- Hoosier team to score. 
a communist-instigated civil war. serving the democratic form of A few moments later another 
This was the opinion of Rev. government. Ireland at present great combination Haffey to 
Daniel A. Lord, .:;, J., in his ad- has a smooth working syst~m of Sweeney swung into action to 
dress, entitled: "The , Heads of democracy on which Father give the Cobblers their second 
Europe," delivered last Sunday Lord intends to base his lecture score. Haffey fading back shot 
evening at the University auditor- next Monday evening. Likewise a '2l-yard aerial to Sweeney who 
ium. Father Lord, who recenl!y on England and the United States was standing in the end zone. 
returned from an extended visit does there depend much of the .~il.l Sc~warburg, .Yniver~ity of 
in Rome, is convinced that what future of the world. Will these Cfocmnati alum~us, contributed . 
is happening in Spain today nations alter their form of gov- the. last tally with a 13 yard 
could happen tomorrow in any ernmentito strengthen the dem- sprint off ~ackle. · . . - · 
other country on the continent, ocratic form of government, or I_n the lme Cole W1lgmg and 
Father Lord said he sees no will their changes be such that Phil Bucklew were the bulw~rk 
major difference between dicta- this form of government will be on defense ai;id kept the Hoosier 
torship and communism " other abandon.ed· altogether? thrusts well m check. 
than the fact communism is The Holy\Father, whom Father -
strictly aetheistic and is prepared Lord· termed the greatest living s 0 d a Ii tie 8 
~~isg0h;~r:Ct~/~!Ifi:foen.t0 ~:~f~~ ~=~~c~a;e~;~f:!~e~!~~ P;~~~tf:~ ' To Convene 
seen what happened when Rus- tigue he attributed to the Holy 
sia was seized by communism, Father's two greatest problems- Th• Week 
how all religion was stamped out the rise of communism and the IS 
and how even the morals of the collapse of democracy. ---
youth were attacked, Germany, 
Italy, and Austria have tolerated 
dictatorships as the most effec-
tive way of preventing such a 
curse from occupying their own 
counti:y. The position of France 
seems to be alarmingly weak be-
fore the subtle attacks of the 
reds and Father Lord 'expects in-
ternal strife to be the program 
of the near future for that coun-
try. 
Communism, according to the 
lecturer, pretends to be adverse 
to all war, but by its very nature 
implies civil strife. Spain is a 
perfect example. When political 
unrest became apparent in that 
country, there were a number of 
different parties clamoring to be 
heard from, republicans, fascists, 
syndicalists, alarmed at the sub-
tle attempts of the communists 
to seize the reins of the govern-
ment and to win over the army 
by having officers opposed to 
their principles discharged and 
their own men appointed in their 
(Continued from Page l) 
NUPTIALS 
____ deemed practical for the year's 
Albert G. Muckerheide, ,31, activi.ties w!ll be selected by the 
will be married Saturday a week sodal!sts F.r1day,. .. 
in Bellarmine Chapel to Miss '1'.he ~emor d1v1S1on of the so-
Mary Louise New. Mr. Mucker- dal!ty 1s made up of members 
heide a Cincinnati lawyer was from the three upper class~s, Its ,. 
h ' · . . ' schedule features many d1scus-
t e critic Judge at the Verkamp sions of pertinent religious and 
Debate last year. secular questions of practical val· 
FOOTBALL CLINIC 
Coach Charles E. "Gus'1 Dorais, 
of the Detroit Titans, opponents 
of the Musketeers November 14, 
conducts free fpotball clinic for 
the fans in Detroit to increase 
interest in the game. 
ue to every student. 
. Father Steiner also announced 
that the junior division of the 
sodality for freshmen participa-
tion wilr hold . its first regular 
meeting Monday morning. 
GETTING THE SCORE 
Edward}'. VonderHaar, pub-. 
PROSPERITY? licity director at 'Xavier, was ap-
--.. - proached after the Adrian game 
Journalists at Loyola of the by an inquiring youngster who 
South are complaining because asked "Who Won?" ·Without 
there are so many students that saying a word, Mr. VonderHaar. 
the publications office is used for pointed to his license plate. The 
classroom. plate reads "XU l." 
